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Pulau Kukup Trip (NPS field trip, 16th October, 2004)
by Graeme Guy

Category: Places

 

  
A kelong at Kukup in the early morning (by Mike Wong)  
  

Early on an October Saturday five Singapore-registered cars slipped along the Linka Dua in
Johore before the sun fought its way through the dark dawn and misty morning. The
respective occupants of the cars were; Chee Wai and his family, Dennis Ho and Aaron Leung,
Mike  Wong and Hilary Hoe, Lawrence Chua and Kar Seng Sim and finally Dave Behrens, his
son Stephen and Graeme Guy. This was an all-digital ensemble carrying a King’s ransom in
big lenses which were split between the white and black varieties.

After driving for an hour or so off the major highway we arrived at Kukup, a small town mostly situated
on stilts over the turbid waters of the Straits of Malacca. The small town derives its income as a ferry
terminal, a fishing port, a fish farming centre and from its seafood restaurants.

We alighted where the road ends in a pocket of organized chaos amidst buses dropping passengers and
delivery men loading or unloading battered vans. The drivers parked the cars in a safe lock-up a half
mile away while the others stacked gear at the entrance of a restaurant and proceeded to a late
breakfast. The roti prata man was in severe danger of getting finger cramp in the next 30 minutes as he
twirled highly pliable dough on the stainless steel bench top and cooked them on an adjacent hot plate,
while cracking the contents of eggs into the bubbling batter. With a ferry trip next on the program a
quick toilet break was advisable. Here one could look down the effluent pipe and see crabs and
mudskippers scuttling around on the rocks below. A quick reminder to avoid the chilli crab in the
restaurants at low tide.

The ferry was long and slim and provided plenty of portals for large lenses to be poked out. We cruised
along the edge of Pulau Kukup, a large island over three times larger than Pulau Ubin. Collared
Kingfishers dived from perches and squawked their alarm calls, several pairs of Brahminy kites perched
in the high trees or gathered twigs to build their scruffy nests, a flock of curve-billed whimbrels perched
on a leafless tree or flew in tight formation in a large circle around the boat, various species of heron
preened or fished and both black-naped and whiskered terns rapidly patrolled the waters searching for
small fish.
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Shooting from the ferry (by Dave Behrens)

We later landed and explored the periphery of the boardwalk amongst the mangroves on the island.
Small groups tracked kingfishers and brightly coloured crabs. Mike and Graeme thought they had
discovered a new species of bird with a strident call. Closer observation and a final location of the
‘culprit’ revealed it to be a member of the large family of polystyrene debris that was scraping against a
tree at the urgings of the incoming tide.

Whiskered tern doing the “fish flick” (by Hilary Hoe)

A further photography and recce trip on the boat then took place before the restaurants were assaulted
for lunch. The eating place was carefully chosen such that most members could shoot the dipping and
diving terns from the back deck while waiting for the food to arrive. The terns, mostly the migrant
Whiskered Terns were a major challenge for autofocus systems as they teasingly veered away sharply
just as the system locked onto them. Hilary however, using manual focusing, demonstrated that he was
on top of the situation when he later showed us his image of a tern with a captured fish illustrating the
much discussed ‘fish flick’ that occurs when the bird wants to get rid of excess water from the slippery,
silver-packed food source.

Later we moved into our accommodation for the night. Chee Wai had rented a house on stilts that was
towards the end of the kelong. When one is loaded down with photo gear and back-up bags this
seemed like a loooooong trek in the hot afternoon sun. We also met our neighbors who in the middle
afternoon were busy clicking mahjong tiles (like a thousand grannies with knitting needles). Worse were
the aural insults of overpowered karaoke systems. Inundating sound washed in from all directions
prompting us to ask if we could call in some modern air force to practice their surgical bombing
techniques.
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Sunset on the mudflat (by Dennis Ho)

Life in the village above the water must bring its headaches; the pathways are narrow, they do not have
side-rails and are constantly plied by cyclists and motorbike riders. Sobriety would be a prime
requirement when returning home late at night and the first lesson in life for the youngsters must be in
aquatic survival. Even the experienced coconut vendor, who arrived late in the hot afternoon with his
thirst-slaking produce, told us that he had experienced ‘the drop’ in recent times and had the misfortune
to land on a concrete pad rather than the soft mud…..ouch!!!

Undaunted as the evening approached, clusters of photographers with their long lenses were seen in
various locations along the surrounding boardwalks. The more daring had even invited themselves onto
the back balconies of some of the neighborhood real estate; (‘good afternoon Madam we are from
National Geographic’). The group had an abundance of competent photographers who soon found
subjects amidst what may superficially look like a barren muddy wasteland; cavorting mudskippers,
scuttling crabs, graceful cranes flashing open their kimonos, follicly-challenged  lesser adjutant storks, a
pair of multi-coloured, black-capped kingfishers, camouflaged sandpipers, the radiating patterns of
pneumophore roots and the beaten copper patterns of the setting sun on the wet mud were all the
targets of various lenses. Some of the more observant noticed a small but prominent sunspot on our
major energy source as its rays were absorbed in a layer of haze above the horizon.

As evening fell, dinners were consumed, bodies were washed and images were checked and admired on
laptop computers. Sleep came easily even though the karaokes were persistent into the small hours of
the morning.
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Brahminy Kite with stick (by Chee Wai)

The plan for the next day was to shoot again from the surrounding deck before hiring the ferry for
another cruise along the coast of the island with the nesting Brahminy Kites being firmly in our sights.
The kites were not totally cooperative but we did get some images of them as they went about their
construction. We had a slightly prolonged shoot when our boat snared an anchor rope from a floating
fish farm. We had visions of gunning the engine and rounding the corner of the island some time later
only to look back and see that we were towing a complete fish farm. No problem however as some
combined local ingenuity saw us unhooked.

Intruding into the balcony of the neighbours (by Aaron)

Our arrival on solid land (if that is the right expression) saw more tern shooting, more seafood
consumed and later some packing up before the cars were retrieved and we headed back to the Linka
Dua and Singapore.
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The shooting opportunities may not have been bounteous but the organization was good (take a bow
Chee Wai), the company was excellent, we had a few laughs, there was some good shots recorded and
above all we were able to appreciate elements of nature that sadly are rapidly declining.

Pacific Swallow perching (by Dave Behrens)
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